In today’s rapidly-evolving media landscape, social media has not only become a fundamental tool for communication, but a must-have skill in a multitude of industries. With the right amount of practice and social media education, students and professionals are empowered with a competitive edge in their studies, careers and communications.

This course will teach marketing students how to create and maintain a social media presence for business, including Facebook, Twitter, Google+, Tumblr, LinkedIn, YouTube, Instagram, etc. Students will learn to use social media for public relations and communications purposes.

Course objectives

By the completion of this course, students will be able to:

- Understand social media fundamentals
- Understand basic social media etiquette
- Create a social media campaign
- Publish social media updates and engage with a community
- Apply social media best practices to enhance their personal brand
- Drive traffic to their blog using social media
- Create a content calendar
- Understand social media advertising
- Manage social media using the HootSuite dashboard
- Measure site traffic using Google Analytics
- Create and follow a social media policy

This curriculum is made up of the following lessons:

1. Why Social Media?
2. The Digital Communications Landscape
3. Social Networks, Part 1
4. Personal Branding & Social Media Etiquette
5. Social Media Tools & Applications
6. Social Media & Breaking News
7. Social Networks, Part 2
8. Engaging on Social Media
9. Social Media Analytics & Proving ROI
10. Social Media Policies
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This curriculum incorporates readings from a variety of sources, opinions from various media outlets, and online video courses from HootSuite University. The curriculum takes a “flipped classroom” approach with the intent of students learning the lesson at home before class in order to collaborate about the application and theory in-class.

HootSuite University offers online and on-demand education about social media, and is available to professors and higher ed students for free as part of the HootSuite University Higher Education Program: hootsuite.com/higher-ed
Lesson: Why Social Media?

Social media has changed the way we communicate and the way we do business. Word of mouth promotion is being replaced by tweeting recommendations to friends, and more and more customers are researching products, events, and companies online before doing business with them. This introductory lesson introduces the relevance of social media in communications and gives a high level overview of the top social networks.

Lesson Objectives:

• Understand how social media has created a shift in communications
• Understand the current state of social media marketing
• Understand high level applications of the top 10 social networks: Facebook, Twitter, LinkedIn, Google+, Youtube, Foursquare, Tumblr, Instagram, Pinterest, and Flickr

Watch

• SCMD 121: Introduction to Social Networks for Organizations
• Lecture Series: The Redefinition of Traditional Media Models with Todd Defren

Read

• How Social Media Has Changed the Face of Public Relations

Do

• Activate your HootSuite account and create your HootSuite University profile
• Complete your SCMD 121 workbook
• Complete the SCMD 121 exam

Lesson: The Digital Communications Landscape

Before you start using social media it’s important to understand how social media fits in with other digital tools and marketing approaches. This lesson will provide the relevance for social media in our digital age.

Lesson Objectives:

• Understand the technology adoption cycle
• Understand the role of PR in the changing media landscape
• Understand the relationships between different digital entities
Watch

• Lecture Series: The Redefinition of Traditional Media Models with Todd Defren

Read

• Rethinking “Crossing the Chasm”
• Digital Marketing Transit Map
• The Role of PR in the Changing Media Landscape

Do

• Find a client for your class project

Project Assignment:
Introduce the class project and have students research and select the beat that they will report on using social media.

Class Project:

Students will work for a client of their choosing, such as a non-profit organization, a new startup, small business, etc, for the duration of the semester. Students should choose a client that has an existing social media presence and will need to have access to existing social media channels. Students will be performing a social media audit and creating a social media campaign for their client, which will be presented later in the course.

Principles learned in class will be applied to their client as they use social media for communications and learn hands-on social media best practices. HootSuite will be used as an integrated marketing tool throughout the course and students will attain their HootSuite Certification.

Students will provide a report on their successes and challenges, what strategies worked and didn’t work, what social networks and applications they found the most effective, and their overall experience.

Grading will be determined by the quality of content created, social media activity, and effort.
Lesson: Social Networks, Part 1

Students will learn the fundamentals of creating and managing social presences on Facebook, Twitter, Tumblr, and Google+ and how communicators are using these networks. The material provided in this lesson is intended to give students the tactical knowledge of how to use these social networks, it is recommended that class time be used to cover the ideas, theory, or application of these networks.

Lesson Objectives:

• Create and maintain a business presence on Facebook, Twitter, and Google+
• Create and publish content to a Tumblr blog
• Engage with other customers social media
• Use social media to follow their industry and community

Facebook

Professor may choose to combine this with other sections of the lesson or have Facebook as a standalone lecture.

Learning Objectives:

• Setting Up Your Facebook Page
• Understanding Facebook Page Features
• Monitoring Facebook Insights
• Understanding how marketers and businesses use Facebook

Watch

• SCMD 110: Creating a Facebook Brand Page
• Lecture Series: 5 Best Practices for New Facebook Pages

Read

• Best Practice Guide: Marketing on Facebook
• Using Facebook for Public Relations
Social Media for Communications

Do

• “Like” Facebook Marketing
• Follow at least 5 pages relevant to your client's industry
• Complete the Facebook portion of your SCMD 110 workbook

Twitter

Professor may choose to combine this with other sections of the lesson or have Twitter as a standalone lecture.

Learning Objectives:

• What is Twitter?
• Setting Up Your Twitter Account
• Understanding Twitter's Web Features
• Following & Connecting with Your Community on Twitter
• Understanding Hashtags & Privacy Settings
• Understanding Marketing Best Practices for Twitter
• Engaging With Your Community on Twitter

Watch

• SCMD 110: Creating a Twitter Profile

Read

• “Mom, this is how Twitter works” by Jessica Hische
• The PR Pro's Guide to Twitter
• Review The Twitter Rules
• Review the Twitter for Business portal

Do

• If you don’t have one already, create your personal Twitter account
• Create a Twitter list for your client’s industry, including at least 10 industry influences and 10 other businesses or organizations
• Find your client's community on Twitter. Eg if your client is a restaurant, find the “foodie” community. Follow influencers and relevant accounts and find popular hashtags you can utilize
• Complete the Twitter portion of your SCMD 110 workbook
Google+

It’s recommended that Google+ is combined with another section in this lesson, such as Tumblr.

**Learning Objectives:**

- What is Google+?
- Creating and Customizing Your Google+ Profile
- Understanding Google+ Features
- How to Grow Your Audience Using Google+
- Creating and Using Google+ Circles

**Watch**

- SCMD 110: Creating a Google+ Page

**Read**

- How Google+ improves your overall marketing with Google
- How to Promote your Google+ Page

**Do**

- Create a Google+ page for your client if they do not already have one
- Create two circles for your client: one for other organizations and another circle of influencers or prominent people in your industry/community
- Complete the Google+ portion of your SCMD 110 workbook
Tumblr

It’s recommended that Tumblr is combined with another section in this lesson, such as Google+.

Learning Objectives:

- What is Tumblr?
- Understand How Tumblr is Similar and Different from Other Blogging Platforms
- Understand How News Organizations Are Using Tumblr
- Create and Customize a Tumblr blog
- Publish Content to Tumblr

Watch

- Lecture Series: How the Best Brands Tell Stories Using Tumblr with Ari Levine

Read

- A Quick Guide to Using Tumblr for Business
- 11 Step Blogging Guide
- 8 Step Call to Action Guide

Do

- Create a personal Tumblr blog to use for professional purposes. You can customize your blog from a variety of free themes available from Tumblr.
- Once you have created your blog, tweet the URL with the class hashtag. Using the hashtag, find your classmates' blogs and follow them.
- Find and follow other Tumblr accounts relevant to PR and communications, be it personalities, publications, organizations, etc.
- Explore Tumblr's featured tags, and research which tags are most popular for your beat.
- **Note:** you can only follow blogs from a primary Tumblr account. If you have an existing Tumblr account that you use personally, you can easily create a secondary blog, but you will only be able to follow, like, and reply to posts using your primary Tumblr account (which would be your personal).
Project Assignment:

Now that you have a working knowledge of how to create and maintain a social media presence on Facebook, Twitter, Google+, and Tumblr, it’s time to get started with your class project. Conduct a social media audit of your client to include in your final report. Your audit should include which social networks the client is currently using, how they are utilizing it, suggest improvements for existing pages, and recommend adding or deleting social networks.

In addition to the client project, students will also be improving their personal branding and social media presence throughout the course. You will maintain your own personal but professional blog on Tumblr where you will write about concepts you’ve learned in class and other industry news to establish a reputable online presence for yourself.

You can use Tumblr as a static blog, or you can use it to post a mix of short and long form content (as seen in the readings). Write your first blog post on a subject that is of interest to you, publish it to Tumblr using appropriate post tags, and promote it on social media using best practices gleaned from reviewing assigned material.

Lesson: Branding & Social Media Etiquette

Understanding how to communicate with social media is key to your success in today’s digital landscape. In this lesson, you’ll learn the guidelines and best practices around social media etiquette as well as the nuances of specific social networks to help you communicate effectively online.

It’s important for communicators to have a consistent personal brand and professional online presence to help you find clients, present yourself as knowledgeable, and leverage your personal networks to help you achieve your business’ goals.

Lesson Objectives:

• Understand the Fundamental Dos & Don’ts of Social Media
• Understand Why Social Media Etiquette is Important
• How To Build A Network of Connections That Reflects You
• How To Disclose Bias and Represent Yourself Accurately
• Understand the nuanced etiquette for Twitter, Facebook, and LinkedIn
• Create a consistent personal brand online

Watch

• SCMD 115: The Dos & Don’ts of Social Media Etiquette
• HOOT 100, 105, 110: Getting Started With HootSuite
Read

- 5 Ways to Avoid Sabotaging Your Personal Brand Online
- Why Profile Photos Matter - Is Yours Appropriate?

Do

- Complete your SCMD 115 worksheet & pass the SCMD 115 exam
- Review @Sree’s Effective Twitter Bios Twitter list. Is yours working for you?
- Get started with your HootSuite dashboard by adding social networks and following the steps outlined in your course workbook

Project Assignment:

Now that you understand why personal branding and social media etiquette is important, it’s time to take an audit of your existing personal profiles: is there a consistent branding scheme (color/cover photo/avatar)? Based on what you’ve learned, update your pages on Twitter, Facebook, Google+, and Tumblr. You may want to add this to the social media audit for your client as well.

Create a personal website of all your social media profiles to show off your personal brand using Flavors.me or About.me and tweet your URL using the class hashtag. You should update this site as the class progresses and you add more personal social profiles.

Lesson: Social Media Tools & Applications

As you’ve learned, social media can be a powerful tool for communication. However, it can be difficult to manage multiple social profiles, networks, and accounts as new ones spring forward all the time. Organizing your social media and conversations is important so you can then add opinion and provide engaging content in the form of a story.

Lesson Objectives:

- How to Track the Success of a Message from Tweet to Pageview to Purchase
- How to Measure Site Traffic Using Google Analytics
- Understand Why Social Media Management Tools Are Important
- Understand the Mobile App Landscape
Watch

- End to End ROI Tracking with HootSuite & Google Analytics
- HOOT 120, 130, 140: Getting Started With HootSuite
- Using Social Media for Global Growth: The Airbnb Story

Read

- Using Google Analytics & Tumblr
- Case Study: Anatomy of a Tweet
- Hop Aboard the Mobile Marketing Train

Do

- Create a Disqus account, install it on your Tumblr, and enable comments for your readers.
- Complete the appropriate sections in your coursebook

Project Assignment:

Create a Google Analytics account and start tracking your Tumblr blog and HootSuite messages! Apply the best practices you learned from the Google Analytics webinar and track how much traffic each of your social media posts is generating. Create a marketing content strategy for your final report. Based on your analytics in the coming weeks, make adjustments to your social media messages and experiment with different ways of driving traffic, and include these strategies in your final report.

If you have a smartphone, research apps that will be helpful to you, download them, and start experimenting with using them for your project. Some inspiration: Dropbox to quickly share files, IFTTT to set up news alerts, Vine for video, etc. If you choose, you can post your experiences or the media you created to your blog.
Lesson: Social Influence

Social media is ripe with influencers across every industry, and learning to engage with them online is critical to your success. This lesson will cover different strategies and techniques used when seeking out influencers and building out social ads.

Lesson Objectives:

• Understand social influence
• Understand Klout
• How to find and engage with influencers

Watch

• Lecture Series: Klout for Business: Leveraging Influence for Your Brand with Joe Fernandez
• Lecture Series: Return on Influence: Personal Power on the Web with Mark Schaefer
• HOOT 200-240: Advanced Tactics with HootSuite Pro

Do

• Complete your coursebook & pass the HootSuite Certification exam

Project Assignment:

Create a social media campaign for your client to include in your final report. Your campaign should include the following: a social strategy proposal, the goal of the campaign, a content calendar for multiple weeks, a social media crisis plan, and how you will measure the success of the campaign. Leverage influencers and engage with your clients community online. (Tip: use HootSuite to schedule social media updates for weeks in advance)

Lesson: Social Networks, Part 2

Students will learn the fundamentals of creating and managing social presences on LinkedIn, Instagram, and Youtube, and how these networks are being used for PR and communications. The material provided in this lesson is intended to give students the tactical knowledge of how to use these social networks, it is recommended that class time be used to cover the ideas, theory, or application of these networks.
Lesson Objectives:
• Create and maintain a professional presence on LinkedIn
• Understand how to incorporate multimedia into materials
• Understand how YouTube and Instagram can be used

LinkedIn, Instagram, & YouTube

Watch
• SCMD 110: Creating a LinkedIn Profile
• Lecture Series: Where Context Meets Content with Gary Vaynerchuk
• Lecture Series: How to Use Social Video to Drive Results with Cameron Uganec

Read
• How Katy Perry and YouTube Make Their Marketing About the Fans
• 5 Great Brands Using Video on Instagram
• 5 Great Brands on Vine
• Best Practices: Creating Video Content

Do
• Complete your SCMD 110 workbook by filling out the LinkedIn section
• Take the SCMD 110 Exam
• Create/update your LinkedIn profile based on the best practices you learned, link it to your About.me or Flavors.me profile, and add it to your HootSuite dashboard
• If applicable, add any Instagram or Youtube accounts to HootSuite via their App Directory

Project Assignment:
Review your existing social media campaign: should you add any other social networks to your strategy? Does Instagram, Vine, or Youtube make sense for you client? Based on what you’ve learned, include your conclusions in your report.
Write a blog post and incorporate multimedia from Youtube, Instagram, and Vine. Search for your community’s influencers and publications on Instagram or Youtube and follow them (tip: you can set up streams in HootSuite to monitor tags and feeds alongside your other social media accounts).

Now that you are HootSuite Certified, it’s time to create a content calendar for the remainder of the class. Map out what content you will be creating, for what social network, and schedule applicable messages. Include a copy of your calendar in your final report, along with your learnings and any adjustments you had to make.

Lesson: Social Media Crisis Communications

While social media can play an important role in helping you spread messages, it can also prove to have the opposite effect if a wrong message gets posted. Learn the steps you can take to prevent a social media crisis, how to protect yourself against rogue social media updates, and how to handle a crisis if you do see yourself in one.

Lesson objectives:

• How to avoid a social media crisis
• Recognize the characteristics of a social media crisis
• How to handle a social media crisis

Watch

• Lecture Series: Digital Defense: Online Reputation Management in the Digital Age with David Krejci, Executive VP of Digital Communications at Weber Shandwick

Read

• Lessons Learned from HMV’s Very Public Twitter Meltdown
• 7 Ways to Hack-Proof Your Company’s Social Media
• Don’t Be Scared, Be Prepared: How to Handle a Social Media Crisis

Do

• Research famous social media crises and write a blog post about one of them. Assess the situation, the response, and recommend anything that you would have done differently.
Project Assignment:
Based on what you have learned, create a social media crisis plan for your client. Include best practices for educating employees, how to know when to implement the plan, and the corresponding steps and actions they should take.

Lesson: Social Media Analytics & Proving ROI

Einstein famously said “not everything that counts can be counted, and not everything that can be counted counts.” Social media is no different, and with a lot of data to sort through, how do you know what you should be paying attention to and what you can discard? This lesson is an introduction to social media analytics to help you find out what it’s important to track in your communications career.

Lesson Objectives:
• Understand basic analytics modules
• Create a social media analytics report using HootSuite
• Compare social media analytics with site traffic using Google Analytics

Watch
• Lecture Series: The Science of Social Media with Dan Zarrella
• Lecture Series: Tactical Tips & Tricks for Social Media Success with Josh Ochs

Read
• Social Media Metrics That Matter
• 3 Simple Ways to Measure Your Social Media Results

Do
• Create a custom report for your blog and social media accounts using HootSuite’s analytics modules.

Project Assignment:
Now that you’ve come full circle with your social media education, it’s time to apply all of your knowledge and track your progress. Based on your experiences and what you learned in this class, create a final report on your successes and challenges, what strategies worked and didn’t work, what social networks and applications you found the most effective, and your overall experience.

Be sure to include both hard analytics like site traffic and follower growth along with soft metrics like quality of comments, community engagement, and influence.
Lesson: Social Media Policies

You’ve learned how to conduct yourself professionally online, but now you have to learn how to follow a social media policy put out by an organization. Depending on your future workplace, you will have to tailor your activity to fit their social media guidelines. This lesson explores how various organizations approach social media policies.

Lesson Objectives:

• Understand the history of social media policies
• Understand why social media policies are important
• How to follow a social media policy responsibly

Watch

• Lecture Series: The Social HR Imperative: How to Establish an Internal Social Media Philosophy & Brand with Ambrosia Humphrey

Read

• Guidelines for Guidelines: Social Media Policies Spark Debate
• There’s No One-Size-Fits-All Social Media Policy in Journalism
• Associated Press Social Media Guidelines
• Reaction to AP Social Media Updates
• Reuters: Reporting From the Internet and Using Social Media

Do

• Continue work on your final report!

Project Assignment

For the final addition to your report, use your knowledge of social media to create a brief social media policy for your client that future employees may abide by. What will your internal approach to social media be? Be sure to consult with your client on their philosophy based on what you have learned.